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and then later Prime Minister of the Cape Colony (part of what later became South
Africa) at a crucial period of its history; to the so-called Cape liberal politicians John
Xavier Merriman and Francois Stephanus Malan, who were Will’s close colleagues;
and to less close ones such as the Afrikaner Bond leader Jan Hofmeyr.5 Discussion of
these letters is organised around exploration of important epistemological questions.
How can Schreiner’s political influence within the masculine political landscape of the
Cape Colony in the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries be gauged? Did she
shape or change any of the tumultuous events which occurred there? Can her letters
provide compelling evidence of her political influence on the white masculine political
landscape of the Cape? And if so, what import does this have for understanding the
gender order more widely? Examined here in relation to Schreiner’s presence in a mas-
culine political landscape, such epistemological questions also exercise historiography
more generally. With what certainty can knowledge claims about the past be advanced?
Can cause and effect be demonstrated between influence being exerted and behaviour
or events being changed? And if it can, then what is appropriate and sufficient evidence
to convincingly show this?

We explore these questions in the context of feminist historiography’s concern
with gender, and in particular ‘separate spheres’. The idea of separate spheres has
importantly influenced how the lives of women and men in late-nineteenth-century
Europe and elsewhere have been conceived and how the dynamics of the gender order
are understood.6 They have also proved contentious because of often not readily fitting
specific times, places and persons.7 As Lynn Abrams aptly comments,

the tension [exists] between the grand narrative of modern European women’s history and the
micro-study of a particular place and experience. Adopting a perspective far removed from the
metropolitan heart of Europe forces one to think differently about the prime motors of change and
the chronology of that change . . . an alternative history can only emerge from a historical practice
which privileges a social memory crafted around narratives of women whose sense of the past
included themselves.8

We agree with this need for an alternative history conceived away from the ‘metropoli-
tan heart’, and the particular woman whose narratives we explore in this way is Olive
Schreiner. In doing so, we also recognise the complexities of separate spheres in prac-
tice in the context we are dealing with, which is the white enclave states of the Cape,
Natal, Transvaal and Orange Free State, which later in 1910 united to form the Union
of South Africa.

On one level, white enclave South Africa before and during Schreiner’s lifetime
embodied gendered and raced separate spheres in the many raced and gendered separa-
tions which configured its social and political life.9 On another, the period’s racialised
social structures and practices were both constituted and dismantled daily in practical
ways by black people increasingly being treated in de-humanised ways as labouring
‘hands’, initially concerning men living and working in diamond and gold mining
compounds and later affecting women and men who worked in domestic and related
services.10 For black people, the racial practices that constituted ‘separate spheres’
formed a harsh disciplining reality, but at the same time these were also routinely and
mundanely breached as services and labour were required, organised and carried out
on a daily basis. The result was that for whites, gendered separate spheres were in
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some contexts (particularly among the urban educated elite) maintained in an exag-
gerated form, enabled through reliance on black labour carrying out activities which
white lower-class women would have done elsewhere, while in other contexts (the
farm, frontier or widowhood in both) women might take on many ‘male’ activities and
roles. Both the disciplining and this complicated breaching have to be acknowledged
analytically, and the implications for understanding the interface of gender and racial
hierarchies in the context reckoned with in historical scholarship.

In the European and North American context, gender historians have recognised
that separate spheres were traversed, if not overturned, in family and kinship contexts
and in semi-private ones in civil society, in part because women provided an array
of necessary labour for public sphere organisations and activities. That is, in prac-
tice gendered separate spheres were modulated and often conjoined, particularly at
everyday and familial levels. However, this both translates and does not, in interesting
ways, to the South African context. In the white enclave communities of South Africa,
from Schreiner’s childhood to her middle adulthood, there was an attenuated civil
society largely bereft of the many groups and organisations characterising European
societies.11 The colonial political sphere of the Cape (and also of the independent
Boer settler states of the Transvaal and Orange Free State and the British colony of
Natal) was male, small-scale, sequestered and widely seen as corrupt, with the remit
of its government contained and constrained by the British imperial presence via its
Governor and the military, legal and bureaucratic apparatus he commanded. The Cape’s
political sphere was also largely separated from the thriving ‘private’ sphere centring
on family and kinship mapped mainly onto land and agricultural production of various
kinds, with later enclave industrial production occurring around mining in diamonds
and gold. Of course material complexities coexisted with the simplicities of separate
spheres ideology: as noted above, by no means all white women lived entirely confined
lives. The circumstances of frontier and farming life militated against this, for women
routinely managed significant aspects of agricultural production and trading, and often
oversaw large groups of household and other servants.12

But at the same time, the bounded character of this breaching is notable. There
was only a narrow set of possibilities, largely resulting from the occluded presence
of black labour of all kinds. That is, the actual daily presence and labour of black
people was combined with notions of separation, for they were routinely involved
in carrying out work as nursemaids, herdsmen, field-hands, domestic workers and
many more occupations. But also, in spite of these complex daily realities, the impact
of ethnic/racial separate spheres thinking both limited the kinds of work seen as
appropriate for white women, and relatedly it provided an ‘other’ which was viewed
in ethnic and then increasingly in racial terms as threatening and dangerous and so
requiring white women’s sequestration from it, which lent a particular flavour to the
dynamics and interrelationships of gendered separate spheres in the southern African
context.13

Schreiner, then, grew up in the complexly configured, highly gendered and raced
context of a white colonial enclave which was dependent upon routine servicing
from black people’s labour. Succinctly, in practice separate spheres overlapped and
were interrelated in colonial South Africa and the enclave was actually surrounded,
underpinned and supported by the black majority.14 She left in 1881 to live in Britain
and elsewhere in Europe, returning to South Africa in late 1889. In the period away, she
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published The Story of an African Farm.15 Its immense international success propelled
her and her subsequent publications, including many shorter allegorical writings, into
the glare of public attention. At this time, her friends and acquaintances included
some of the ‘great and the good’ and the liberal intelligentsia of British political
and cultural life, including William Gladstone, his daughter Mary Gladstone Drew,
Charles Dilke, Emilia Dilke, Robert Browning, George Moore, Helen Taylor, Oscar
Wilde, Keir Hardie, Frank Harris and W. T. Stead, as well as the reformers she is more
commonly associated with, including Eleanor Marx, Edward Carpenter and Havelock
Ellis, among many others. Schreiner became a much lionised public figure whose ideas
and opinions were taken seriously as one of the world’s most famous women and she
was seen to be on a par with international male public figures such as the imperialist
entrepreneur and politician Cecil Rhodes.

When Schreiner first returned to South Africa in late 1889, a sense of palpable
shock comes across in her letters concerning the slow pace of life in the white enclave
and the narrowness of white people’s lives and opinions, describing them as a nation
of ‘Philistines’ with no aristocracy of ‘blood or intellect or of muscular labourers’.16

She immediately started work on her ‘A Returned South African’ essays.17 Schreiner
had conceived these as a ‘project’ before she left Britain, writing to the editor and
journalist Stead in such terms.18 She presented them as an epistemological endeavour
concerned with what she described in the first essay as two forms of knowledge, of
insiders and outsiders, which competed with each other in making claims to know
about a country.19 These essays are concerned with the particular mixture of races
and ethnicities characterising South Africa and addressed to a complicated ‘home’,
composed of reading audiences in the imperial metropole, the white enclave popula-
tions of colonial South Africa, as well as a wider international audience. Schreiner’s
writing went hand in hand with her close involvement in the social aspects of Cape
white enclave political life, which centred on events around the short parliamentary
session in Cape Town. This was quickly followed by her critique of the policies and
practices of Rhodes as Cape Prime Minister as well as head of De Beers diamonds
and also a major presence in the gold industry, and also her critique of the Cape’s
liberal politicians and their failure to provide an effective opposition to Rhodes and
his followers. She became, as our subtitle states, a feminist protagonist in this highly
masculine political landscape, with its background figures being those of other white
women and of the black population. Following her 1889 return to the Cape, Schreiner
developed allegiances with like-minded South Africans, including women’s organisa-
tions during the South African War and feminist networks thereafter and also members
of the burgeoning black intelligentsia. These alliances lasted through to her departure
for Britain at the end of 1913. She then remained in Britain until her final return to
Africa in mid-1920, and over this latter period, in addition to her close connections with
international feminist and pacifist individuals and groups, Schreiner also established
close connections with members of various black delegations which arrived in London
to lobby the imperial parliament.20

Although Schreiner developed demonstrably friendly links with key black polit-
ical figures of the time, including John Tengo Jabavu, Solomon Plaatje, John Dube,
A. K. Soga, Abdullah Abdurahman and Mohandas Gandhi among others, this cordial
relationship paradoxically led to few letters being exchanged between her and them.
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This is because, apart from the people Schreiner was personally very close to, her
correspondents were people she actively disagreed with and her letters were an im-
portant means by which she sought to change their minds and political behaviours.
Few Schreiner letters to these black leaders exist as a consequence, because she and
they agreed on most political matters. There is in fact just one letter initiating a friend-
ship with Abdurahman and one letter rather sadly reminding Gandhi of his pacifist
principles, although the many mentions of an array of black leaders in her letters to
other people show contacts with them to have been extensive. This points to just how
focused Schreiner’s exhortatory letters were on divisive political topics, particularly
race matters.21 And from this follows our attention to her letter writing to the so-called
Cape liberal politicians, including her brother, for though there was much disagreement
between her and them, Schreiner’s letters suggest she hoped she could influence them
to behave in accordance with their stated political principles.

Previous political biographers and historians of South Africa amply recognised
the influence of Schreiner’s political analysis and strategising on Cape politicians and
its political life more generally.22 However, the succeeding generation of scholars re-
jected the liberal stance of earlier works and instead focused around a Marxist analysis
of race and labour in the context of apartheid South Africa.23 There were many gains;
but the loss of knowledge of the earlier period of white radicalism ironically and unin-
tentionally had the effect of reinforcing the distortions of apartheid knowledge making.
Under apartheid, much work failed to ‘see’ both the early rapidly expanding black intel-
ligentsia and bourgeoisie, and also the white radicalism on race matters that our discus-
sion here is concerned with.24 However, the many rich sources in South African archives
and a new generation of historiography engaging with such issues is helping recover
this lost knowledge.25 Olive Schreiner moved in an international and national landscape
and wrote many letters. In her case these sources are largely epistolary in character,
with her letters located in archives outside, as well as within, the country.26 Among
other things, her letters enable this period of white radicalism and the relationship
with black political figures to be seen and its importance for understanding the South
African past to be explored.27 Relatedly, Schreiner’s letters analytically interrogate,
inquire and argue with ideas concerning feminism, imperialism, capitalism, colonial-
ism, questions of race and racism, the state, labour, the woman question, war and other
topics.28 They also provide considerable information on her practical involvements
and related writing projects.29 They are, then, a crucially important source material.

Letters are sometimes viewed as a disreputable data source because of their lack
of direct referentiality and their inscription of dialogical, perspectival, emergent and
serial aspects.30 However, no written sources escape their ontological status as me-
diated forms and all historical documents have such characteristics, not just letters.
Consequently, the issues we raise about reading and interpreting epistolary sources are
also relevant to other kinds of archival materials. In addition, letters allow scholars to
explore the viewpoints of letter writers and their addressees over time, opening up for
scrutiny an epistolary network such as Schreiner’s, wherein letter writing was inter-
spersed with other kinds of political activity. Olive Schreiner’s letters are a particularly
interesting and important resource in this regard: they are written by a key feminist
theorist and social commentator; they span an especially momentous period of change
between the 1870s and 1920 in terms of technologies of letter writing and major social
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issues of the time and subsequently; they engage analytically with the social and other
changes occurring and consider where these would take society in the future; they
were often written and used as politics, rather than just being about politics, and they
provide tantalising hints about interconnections between white radicals and the black
political and intellectual elite.31 Obviously the existence of political letters as a sub-
genre of letter writing is well known and has been the focus of some recent interesting
discussions, which have considered the ways in which women have deployed letters
as a means of circumventing the prohibitions and limitations imposed in more formal
political contexts.32 In general, however, previous scholars have assumed the impact
or otherwise of letter writing trends by referring to a range of circumstantial evidence,
while our discussion moves beyond contentions of an ‘it is likely’ character, to explore
how cause and effect might be pinned down.

In what follows, we consider in detail Schreiner’s ‘expressing my views and
leaving them to work’ strategy for gaining political influence, as commented on in the
letter providing this article’s epigraph. In doing so, we explore a number of instances
where her influence is undoubted, but where it is, nonetheless, surprisingly difficult
to demonstrate this with certainty, and from this we then consider how a more certain
view of influence or its absence might be gained. As well as outside-the-text ways of
thinking about exactly how influence can be demonstrated and proven, we shall also
discuss ways of doing this which relate to letters themselves, because important textual
demonstrations of influence can be found within her letters.

Olive Schreiner’s ‘characteristic shrewdness’ – Walker’s case for influence

Olive Schreiner’s brother Will (1857–1919) was an important legal and political pres-
ence in South African public life, starting in 1887 with his appointment as legal advisor
to the Cape Governor, until his death in 1919 while serving as High Commissioner in
London. Eric Walker, a leading South African liberal historian who wrote the key po-
litical biography of Will Schreiner, treats Olive Schreiner’s influence on her brother’s
political views and practices as a certain fact and provides several in-depth examples.33

Therefore, we start exploring influence and its proof by examining what Walker saw
as certainties and the evidence he provided to substantiate them, because his work pro-
vides a strong case for seeing Schreiner as a feminist protagonist who had considerable
influence and impact in this masculine political landscape.

Will Schreiner became legal advisor to Rhodes’s De Beers Company and then
Cape Attorney-General in 1893 when Rhodes became Prime Minister. When Will
became Prime Minister in October 1898, he worked to heal the political breaches
caused by the Jameson Raid (an 1895–6 plot in which Rhodes attempted to use force
to annex the Transvaal – an independent Boer (later Afrikaner) republic). He also tried
to thwart Imperial Governor Milner’s and British Colonial Secretary Chamberlain’s
provocation of the South African War of 1899–1902 between Britain and the two Boer
Republics of the Transvaal and Orange Free State. Later his thinking moved leftward:
he headed the legal defence of the Zulu king, Dinuzulu, against trumped-up charges
in 1907–8; he opposed the Union of the four settler states (the Boer republics and the
British colonies of the Cape and Natal); he led a 1909 black delegation to Britain to
lobby against the draft of the South Africa Act, which unified the four white settler
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states and from 1910 to 1914 he was a senator with the role of representing black views
in the Union parliament’s upper house.34

Over the period when Olive Schreiner published her political writings, women
had no formal presence in South African political life; they were voteless in the settler
states and then in the Union of South Africa in 1910.35 There was a strong local
culture of gender conventions governing its formal political life, and within this, with
just a few exceptions, the ways women gained informal influence through political
salons and similar means in European and US contexts were largely absent.36 Olive
Schreiner commented her brother had little political ‘nose’, no ‘shrewdness’, and
he agreed.37 Schreiner had keenly developed and widely recognised, if not always
welcomed, political skills, while Will’s were minimal. But it was he who had the
high profile public political career, while she forced her ideas into the public domain
through high circulation writings like ‘A Returned South African’ and The Political
Situation essays. Schreiner harnessed this fame to facilitate political connections,
using women’s proto-feminist networks to put pressure on ‘the men’ and also through
letters which articulated analytical ideas and arguments and sought to influence the
political views and behaviours of her addressees, as we explore later. Her letters to
Will provide important evidence of her challenging and subverting prevailing separate
spheres conventions. Letters by many of her correspondents, including Will Schreiner,
John Merriman, F. S. Malan and Jan Smuts, also show that these men accepted her
right and ability to dissent, even while often disagreeing with her.

Many passages in Walker’s political biography of Will Schreiner emphasise Olive
Schreiner’s political shrewdness and her influence on her brother at important junctures
in his political life. Walker had no doubt about this influence, stating for instance that
‘If he went with Rhodes and the Bond, Schreiner knew that Olive would be grieved.
And her grief would hurt him, since he had long regarded her as a kind of detached
and most eloquent conscience reinforcing the still, small voice he always found so
insistent. It was no light matter for him to go against her’.38 Comments like this very
certain statement of Olive Schreiner’s influence occur multiply in Walker’s book and
add up to something very compelling, but what proof is there of such claims?

One instance of Walker claiming her influence concerns the fact that in 1898,
following Cape and British investigations of the Jameson Raid, a vote of no confidence
in the Rhodes government was moved by Will Schreiner, who expected Jan Hofmeyr,
leader of the Afrikaner Bond, to then become Prime Minister. Olive Schreiner, always
with an eye on the political future, advised her brother that if a strong liberal bloc was
to be formed, Will himself should lead it and that Hofmeyr would ‘stand back’ for this;
Walker concludes ‘[Will] Schreiner settled accounts with his little demon [the still,
small voice of conscience] and decided to go forward’.39 Then in April 1899, in the
run-up to the South African War and as Prime Minister of the Cape Colony, Will had
to respond to the political difficulties of the Transvaal Republic, which was trapped
between not wanting its political system overrun by uitlanders (outsiders), present
largely in gold-mining and finance activities around the Rand gold mines, and British
provocation of war by claiming the uitlanders were being denied political rights. Will
had little sympathy for the uitlander protests, and Walker comments that ‘Olive, with
characteristic shrewdness, had noticed this lack in her brother’s mental equipment’ and
advised him to ‘deal direct’ with the parties involved.40
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Walker’s conclusion is that ‘Schreiner did not, indeed, could not go; so to the
end he remained without first-hand knowledge’, that is, he did not go to the Transvaal
himself.41 However, years after Walker’s biography was written, Will Schreiner’s
papers were donated to what is now the National Library of South Africa in Cape
Town, which show that Will did deal directly with both sides, using trusted envoys.42

Walker, then, was incorrect; the Schreiner letters to Will which are now available
(i.e. not just those Walker had access to) show the strength of her counsel to her
brother and demonstrate that he did a volte-face in his attempts to prevent war, by
moving in precisely the direction of her counsel. What does not exist, however, is
evidence which directly links her counsel to his change, however likely her influence
on him is.43

The second example concerns the July 1899 recall of General Butler, then com-
mander of Britain’s troops in South Africa, because he was too peace-loving. Before
leaving, Butler wrote to Will Schreiner, still Prime Minister, to strongly support Will’s
political tactics of peacemaking. Even though Olive Schreiner was an outspoken, high
profile public supporter of the Transvaal, Will sent Butler’s letter to her, writing on
its back his hope that the Transvaal could avoid being provoked into declaring war,
probably a treasonous act were it to be known.44 As many of Schreiner’s letters to Will
during September 1899 show, they were fully in each other’s political confidence, so
sending her Butler’s letter clearly demonstrates his trust in her discretion and desire for
her counsel.45 In the larger political landscape, what followed these events was a major
increase in political tension and then war, largely because of Milner’s intransigence
in forcing war on the Transvaal. Then, Walker writes, ‘While [Will] was debating
thus [about resigning] he received a letter from Olive. “Ultimately”, she wrote, “we
have nothing to fight the Capitalists with but the guns and forts of the Transvaal . . . If
the English government once gains control . . . South Africa may and almost must fall
into the hands of the Capitalists . . . ” That, for [Will] Schreiner, was decisive’.46 This
provides another instance where Walker sees Olive Schreiner’s influence as direct and
decisive, but the specifics of why he does so are not detailed.

After the South African War (1899–1902), the question of the political rela-
tionship between the white settler states was immediately on the agenda. Regarding
this, Walker states that ‘ . . . just before the ultimatum [starting the war], Olive had
written him a letter on the subject [of federation] which had set him thinking, as
so many of her shrewd letters did’.47 He links Will’s shift from supporting Union,
to supporting a looser federation with internal checks and balances, with this letter,
commenting that by 1908, ‘It must be federation or nothing, for not only did [Will]
share with his sister Olive the belief that small states were . . . . more favourable to lib-
erty . . . but . . . that the federal principle was peculiarly applicable to South Africa . . . In
a legislative union . . . the Cape’s liberal policy would be in constant danger’.48 This
was, indeed, Olive Schreiner’s position, and in a letter to Will she marshals her argu-
ments and wonders ‘on what a thoughtful mind like yours bases its desire for Union’.49

One of her suggestions was ‘Stand by the side which is for the moment weakest . . . Our
day will come & England will have to honour a cheque endorsed by Justice . . . Always
follow your little sister’s advice & you’ll get to heaven at last’.50 Will Schreiner did
precisely this and resigned office on 13 June 1900, stating the need for a more concilia-
tory approach to the punishment of Cape Colony men who fought as rebels during the
war. Again, Will’s change of mind and its timing are highly suggestive, but no more
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direct evidence than this exists regarding Olive Schreiner’s influence on him in this
matter, however likely and supported by circumstantial evidence it may be.

Will Schreiner’s political views and practices continued to change. His 1908–9
defence of the Zulu king Dinuzulu, and then post-1910 his role as an elected senator
representing black people in parliament, signify a more general liberalising of his
political views, which eventuated in an invitation from the 1909 black delegation that
went to Britain to protest against the draft of the South Africa Act to lead it. Our fourth
example concerns the fact that by the end of 1913, Will had also become a public
supporter of women’s and black suffrage, in one speech emphasising ‘the subject we
are discussing [women’s franchise] and the object we have to serve are indissolubly
connected with the abolition of all prejudices, and I class the discrimination on grounds
of sex with the fearful discrimination against humanity on the ground of race or
colour’.51 Walker comments that Olive Schreiner and Will’s eldest daughter Lyndall
were significant figures in the women’s suffrage campaign, implying this is why his
views changed. However, of more relevance is that Olive Schreiner was a full adult
suffragist, and she insisted that no franchise measure should be supported which did
not bestow full political rights to black people as well as white women. It seems to
have been this adult suffrage position that Will Schreiner was influenced by – his
franchise speech was made in the context of the introduction of a Natives Land Act by
an increasingly retrogressive Union government and his speech expressed his recoil
from it enshrining segregationist and discriminatory principles.52 This is, again, a major
change from his earlier approach to franchise matters, and once more it is a move in
the direction of his sister’s views and political advice to him. But once more there is
no incontrovertible evidence of a causal link.

Over the course of his political life, Will Schreiner became demonstrably more
liberal, in particular regarding race matters. His sister’s letters to him exhorted, cajoled,
persuaded and advised him that he should move politically in the direction that he,
in fact, did move in. As Olive commented to her close friend Betty Molteno, ‘My
dear brother seems becoming much more liberal on the native question. But I never
argue with him. Seeds grow quickest under ground’.53 Walker frequently states that her
shrewdness and advice were ‘decisive’ and led Will to change. However, his political
biography is very much of its day in its absence of chapter and verse references to
substantiate factual claims and its failure to document the privately held sources and
first person knowledge made available to him. Consequently, while Walker’s insistence
that Schreiner was a ‘key influence’ on her brother has to be taken seriously, he provides
no direct and incontrovertible evidence for this.54

We have discussed Walker’s case for Olive Schreiner’s political influence on Will
Schreiner in detail because of Walker’s certainty about this. However, looking closely
at the four key examples we have taken from Walker, it is not so open and shut as he
assumes because, as we have shown, his claims are not backed by precise detail. With
the exception of Butler’s letter, the epistolary and other evidence which might have
demonstrated Olive Schreiner’s influence over Will in a more direct and indisputable
way is no longer available, or perhaps never existed in writing. Consequently, we shall
now move on to consider her influence in a different way. This is by considering the
links between her letters and her published work as an author. Schreiner’s published
writings were internationally renowned, and there is ample evidence in the form of
translations, sales figures, new editions, reviews and a host of written comments in
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letters, autobiographies and memoirs by readers, attesting to their influence. Schreiner’s
letters to John Merriman provide an interesting example to discuss her influence, for
Merriman was both repeatedly generous in his praise of Schreiner’s published work,
and a determined opponent of one cause she held dear, women’s enfranchisement, and
also an uncertain supporter of another, the cause for black equal rights.

‘If . . . a law were passed, that you, John X. Merriman, were not a fit & proper
human being’ – influence across Schreiner’s letters and her published
writings

Merriman was a cabinet minister in various Cape administrations from 1875 onward
and became its last Prime Minister in the period immediately before the Union of
South Africa, that is, from 1908 to 1910.55 Merriman parted company from Rhodes
after the Jameson Raid and increasingly cooperated with the Afrikaner Bond, to the
extent that he became a key protagonist in ensuring Union around a racial – indeed,
racist – principle which governed not only the franchise but also denied other rights
to black people. A politician through and through in a way that Will Schreiner never
was, Merriman, like the other Cape liberals Sauer, Innes and Malan, did not operate on
fixed principle but by making deals to ensure himself high political office.56 For Olive
Schreiner, how he and these men conducted themselves seriously weakened the liberal
grouping in the Cape parliament. Her letters to Merriman on this and related matters are
among her most fascinating, displaying her intellectual prowess and political acumen.
Across the period 1896 to 1913, these letters argue with, flatter and persuade Merriman
that his voting record and other political behaviours ought to match his proclaimed
liberal principles. Examples particularly relevant to the present discussion include
Schreiner’s lengthy endeavour to persuade Merriman to put his principles regarding
the ‘native question’ and black political rights into practice, and also to convince him
that women should be treated equally with men and that he should support (or even
just not oppose) women’s enfranchisement measures.

Presciently, by the early 1890s Schreiner was convinced that race would become
the defining issue for South Africa. In one of her many arguments to Merriman,
she insists that ‘a course of stern unremitting justice is demanded from us towards the
native, & that only in as far as we are able to raise him . . . can the future of South Africa
be anything but an earthly Hell’, and so Merriman and the other liberals should stop
supporting retrograde legislation for the sake of short-term political gain.57 Schreiner
perceived the push for Union in these terms, that is, it was at basis concerned with
cheap labour and black subjugation. She attended the debates about Union in the Cape
parliament and wrote to her brother about the occasion when Union was passed:

That scene in the house yesterday, was without any exception the most contemptible from the broad
human stand-point I have ever seen in my life . . . they squirmed & lied, & each one giving the other
away, & all gave away principle . . . Men selling their souls & the future – & fate watching them.58

‘They’ included Malan, and the ‘fate watching’ in this letter was embodied by Dr
Abdullah Abdurahman, leader of the African People’s Organisation representing the
coloured populations of the Cape and more widely, who had sat next to Schreiner and
had also observed the reneging on principle occurring. And just as Schreiner predicted
in her letters and in her essay Closer Union, once Union was achieved then a succession
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of racially and politically retrogressive legislation was pushed through with full support
from the erstwhile Cape liberals, including Malan, who she had hoped would resist
this.

At the end of their epistolary friendship, Schreiner wrote to Merriman about the
1913 Natives Land Act, the most notorious of such legislative onslaughts on black
rights because it was the founding basis of apartheid legislation after 1948, that ‘I
thought your speech on the Native Bill very fine, but oh if you could have seen your
way to vote against the Bill!’59 Her ‘but oh’ and exclamation mark speak volumes –
this is the last proper letter Schreiner wrote to him, and she ceased writing because
of the way he had voted. As with Malan, Schreiner’s argumentative and exhortatory
letters to Merriman ended once she concluded he had crossed a line beyond which there
could be no persuading him to behave in a more principled way. In Merriman’s case,
this concerned the Land Act; in Malan’s, it was Union and his reneging on promised
support for black and women’s enfranchisement.

However, whatever the complications of evaluating Merriman’s response to
Schreiner’s political analyses and prognostications in her letters, as soon as her pub-
lished writing appeared in the public domain he wrote appreciatively to her regarding its
ethical stance and message. That is, it is difficult to evaluate the influence of Schreiner’s
letters on Merriman, but evident that he greatly respected her published work. Mer-
riman was, in fact, among the few white South Africans to praise her allegorical
novella Trooper Peter Halket of Mashonaland.60 This book was highly controver-
sial in condemning massacres carried out by Rhodes’s Chartered Company troops in
what is now Zimbabwe and naming Rhodes as personally responsible.61 She wrote to
Merriman, ‘I am indeed glad of your opinion of Peter Halket’,62 while to Will Schreiner
she explained in more detail:

Dear old John X Merriman . . . sent me quite a touching little note when he passed here to go up.
However we may differ on the woman question . . . I can never forget that he was the one, only,
human creature in South Africa . . . who wrote me one word of sympathy when at so much terrible
cost to myself I brought out Peter Halket. His letter was not only sympathetic . . . it came straight
from the heart, & his letters & view of all things generally come entirely from the head.63

This highlights the importance of the links which existed between Schreiner’s different
genres of writing; and whilst recognising the significance of her letters, it is impor-
tant not to neglect or downplay the impact of her published work. It also raises the
complexity of her response to Merriman – and his to her.

Schreiner’s ‘we differ’ comment in the letter above alludes to what was generally
seen as Merriman’s highly negative stance regarding women’s participation in public
and professional life. She was consequently reluctant to debate the woman question
with him because it was a subject which, as she put it, ‘lies so near to my heart, touches
me so deeply that I can hardly dis-cuss it as an indifferent matter’.64 But she did try
to explain her position, including encouraging him to put himself in the situation of
women:

If you, John X Merriman were for five years owing to illness, business or absence from home, to
abstain from casting your vote it would probably not appreciably affect the country, & not by a little
affect your personal health, wealth, happiness or freedom . . . But if a law were passed, that you,
John X. Merriman, were not a fit & proper humanbeing to exercise the vote & prohibiting you from
doing so, then in a moment the matter would become one of primary importance, worth fighting
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over & perhaps even under certain conditions laying down your life for. So small a thing in itself it
would yet indicate your place in the society of which you form a part, your relation to your fellow
men in a hundred ways, & so be of vital import.65

In spite of Merriman’s known views, Schreiner’s letters to various people in
1911 comment with amazement about a letter he sent her about Woman and Labour,
published at the start of the year.66 To her sister Ettie, for instance, she wrote with an
atypically large number of exclamation marks:

You know what a bitter opponent of any emancipation for women old Merriman has always been.
I don’t know if you remember his speech when the bill was introduced into the house! My book
hadn’t been six days in Cape Town when I got a long letter from him, saying how much he had
enjoyed reading the book . . . the old fellow is always looking up favourable reviews of the book, &
wrote yesterday to tell he ‘was delighted to find a most sympathetic review in the ‘Economist’’. . .
– which he was going to send me! It’s quite touching if you knew how bitter he was – he couldn’t
even talk of ^the^ woman’s movement without getting in a rage!67

Why did Merriman write this letter and send her the reviews? It could be argued
that Schreiner influenced Merriman in broad ways in her published writing, while
her letters expressed political views antithetical to him that he ignored. But it is not as
straightforward as this because Olive Schreiner’s writing and her letters are not so easily
prised apart: her letters are not separate from her social theorising and they articulate
views which also appear in her published work. Schreiner’s letters to Merriman discuss,
under the banner of ‘I can hardly discuss at all’, many of the same ideas which appeared
in Woman and Labour and which were initially expressed in her letters, including in
those to Merriman. Would a man militantly opposed to women’s rights have responded
so positively to Woman and Labour if Schreiner’s letters had not engaged with him on
this over a lengthy period? The common-sense interpretation of the change here is that
the views expressed in her letters were persuasive and slowly influenced him, so that
when he came across them in her published work he was already predisposed to react
more favourably that she had anticipated.

However, in order to find any decisive, less circumstantial evidence of Schreiner’s
influence on Merriman, an investigation of the entirety of his epistolary and related
textual activities, and those of his major correspondents, would be needed to search
for documentary proofs. This would be both an enormous task and also might yield
no result because he might not have written about this to any of his correspondents.
Therefore, we now discuss an example where Olive Schreiner’s political influence is
fully demonstrated, outline the particular circumstances which produced the document
in question and consider the certain proofs it provides of Schreiner’s influence.

‘Always give your enemies what they don’t want!’ – marks upon the text

Schreiner’s 1899 political essay An English South African’s View of the Situation
warned that a war between Britain and the Boer Republics would be hard fought and
devastating on both sides, rather than the British walkover many imagined.68 The essay
originated in the political analysis and strategising in her ‘private’ letters and also in
the open letters she published in a range of newspapers. This particular essay started
as an open letter in a newspaper and was expanded to a pamphlet and then a short
book, and it achieved high sales and was rapidly translated into many world languages.
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Schreiner and other political figures, particularly in the Transvaal and Free State, saw
it as an important part of the anti-war and pro-Republican campaign, viewing her
letter/pamphlet/book as politics rather than just about this. Schreiner wrote to Jan
Hofmeyr about it, that:

I hope you received the copy of my paper on the Situation which I sent to you. I am going to republish
it in pamphlet form . . . Will the Bond care to take any copies, & if so how many, at 3d each. —–I ha I can-
not afford to republish it unless I know a certain number will be taken . . . I am going to have it trans-
lated into all the European languages . . . Always give your enemies what they don’t want! . . . If you
think the Bond would order any of pamphlets, please wire to me Box 406 Johannesburg.69

Hofmeyr was not only leader of the Bond but also the most influential politician
over many years in the Cape, with very strong links with Boer/Afrikaner politicians
and organisations elsewhere too. Schreiner’s letter makes a number of assumptions, in
particular that Hofmeyr would share her view of the importance of her paper, and also
that their unnamed ‘enemies’ would as well. This might seem vainglorious – except
for the certainty provided by Hofmeyr’s notes to his secretary on the back of the letter,
which concern its importance and how it was to be responded to:

R 7–6-99
Moloy ordered 100. Send 400 C. P. Schultz & acc to me.
I appreciate enthusiastic labours our common cause. Your burning words find entrance where
nobody else can.
I think Kruger displayed an unexpectedly liberal spirit at BFT. am sure he could have done a great
deal more if he had been encouraged by the other side. This morning wired to a Bloemfontein
friend: –
(Insert wire to Fischer) ‘I deplore’ &c)
He replied this afternoon
(Fischer’s wire 7th June) ‘I fear my friend does not see that by not making concessions which H
Exc did not ask for then Kruger would be playing enemy’s game.70

Hofmeyr’s notes provide a number of instances of actions which were to be
taken in direct response to Schreiner’s letter. Firstly, two separate orders for copies of
her essay were placed, with Hofmeyr and the Bond paying for the largest. Secondly,
Hofmeyr replied to her in extremely flattering terms about her ‘burning words finding
entrance’ and in doing so he provided her with highly confidential information about
Kruger, President of the Transvaal, during a Bloemfontein conference negotiating with
Milner. Thirdly, Hofmeyr instructed the secretary that she should be sent his telegram to
Fisher, one of the envoys whom Will Schreiner had sent to the Republics. And fourthly,
he also instructed the secretary that Fischer’s reply to himself should be sent to her
as well. There is nothing circumstantial about discerning the impact of Schreiner’s
influence here, the proofs are certain.

Finding clear and incontrovertible demonstration of Schreiner’s influence as in
Hofmeyr’s notes and the more complex example of the Butler letter sent to her by
her brother is rare. So does this mean that only circumstantial claims can be made
about Schreiner’s political influence, apart from in such specific instances? So far we
have assumed that demonstrating influence requires a directly evidenced change in
someone’s expressed views or behaviours, as with the Hofmeyr example, of a cause
and effect kind. However, there is another way to think about the influence and impact
of letter writing, which is to conceive this in epistolary and textually oriented terms
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which are ‘to the letter’. That is, to focus on the specifically epistolary forms that
influence and impact might take. We now turn to a consideration of this and how this
approach might help forward our epistemological inquiry about Schreiner’s influence
as a feminist protagonist in the political landscape of the Cape Colony.

Doing things with letters: the performative character of Schreiner’s
epistolary activities and influence

The idea of an epistolarium has been central to our understanding and analysis of the
(extant and the missing and presumed destroyed) letters written by Olive Schreiner and
other people who engaged in high-volume letter writing.71 In the case of Schreiner’s
letters, conceptualising the shape and concerns of her epistolarium suggests there are
characteristic features of it, both overall and with respect to particular correspondents.
These characteristics can provide helpful ways of exploring the influence and impact
of her letters in ways that do not rely on externalist measures of this. Of particular
relevance here is the performative character of many of Schreiner’s letters. Here we use
‘performative’ in the J. L. Austin, technical sense of ‘how to do things with words’.72

That is, the term performative does not mean ‘a performance’ for Austin but has the
more rigorous meaning of words or phrases that actually do the thing they are about:
the immediately legally binding character of ‘I do’ in a marriage ceremony is one
example Austin provides. ‘I promise to pay the bearer on demand’, written on British
banknotes and signed by the Bank of England’s chief cashier since 1694, is another
and reminds us that banknotes originated as handwritten promissory or signed IOU
letters.

The first kind of performative letter writing which Schreiner engaged in can be
shown by an example where she initiated a political friendship in the context of the
Cape Women’s Enfranchisement League (WEL), writing to a Mrs Goosen:

My friend Mrs Haldane Murray has just written to tell me how hard you are working for us at
Cathcart. This is just to hold out a hand of friendship to you. I know how difficult it often is to
start a new thing in an up-country, but once started, & when our women really understand the —–the
great good, not only to themselves, but to men & all the nation, the freedom of women will bring, I
believe our South African women will be even more earnest & successful than others.73

This letter in itself constitutes ‘the hand of friendship’ that Schreiner writes of holding
out to Mrs Goosen. Metaphorically, it is the hand of the WEL; and later in this letter
it is also extended to Mrs Goosen’s husband as well, by invoking Schreiner’s husband
and enclosing a political pamphlet by him that was to be given to Mr Goosen. The
effect is that her letter does not so much welcome Mrs Goosen to the WEL fold, as
confirm that she is already part of it. Schreiner’s inclusive phrasing – ‘us’, ‘you’, ‘our
women’ and so on – reinforces this effect of producing the friendship within the letter.
Performative ways of opening up and confirming friendly relations also have a more
general place in how Schreiner’s letters achieve influence and impact. Many examples
occur from the 1880s on in the context of her feminist friendships, including in letters
to Alys Pearsall Smith, Beatrice Potter (later Webb), Mary Sauer, Fred and Emmeline
Pethick-Lawrence and others; and later from 1914 to 1918 this occurs in her letters
to people in pacifist networks too, including such feminist notables as Jane Addams,
Aletta Jacobs and Catherine Marshall.
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The second kind of performative letter writing engaged in by Schreiner acts as a
closure and is in itself the closing that her letter states will happen:

I can’t write to you about public matters. I personally have never wished Gladstone to be recalled,
nor did I think your ministry ought to resign. Would he gain anything better by it? But I am opposed
to Botha’s silly Imperialism when he talks English, & narrow back-velt-ism when he talks Dutch!!
Give my love to your wife, & the dear children. I hope the young generation will live to see a nobler
broader, less racial spirit than we see in South Africa to-day.74

This letter marks the end of the powerful correspondence between Schreiner and Malan.
Although her ‘I cannot write to you again’ statement is followed by three comments
on political matters (Herbert Gladstone’s recall, Prime Minister Botha’s conduct, and
racialism), these were in fact the last things Schreiner wrote to Malan. Literally, she
would not write to him again, and in this example she finalised the correspondence by
having three ‘last (political) words’, the third of which acts as a final comment on Malan
himself, one of the older generation with a more racial less noble approach. Schreiner
sent a very similar last letter to Merriman, written in the context of retrograde political
events which ended Schreiner’s hope that his political behaviour might become more
actively liberal. In addition, performative last letters which operate a closure have
a more general place within Schreiner’s political armoury. Important examples, for
instance, occur in the context of women’s suffrage in South Africa, when erstwhile
colleagues adopted a policy of ‘on the same terms as men’ and therefore supported a
racial basis to women’s suffrage.75

The third kind of performative letter writing by Olive Schreiner assumes and in
itself demonstrates a favourable view of her political judgement and position which
was shared by her and her correspondent. This can be seen particularly clearly in
letters acting as a recommendation of a particular person and/or the political cause
they were representing. For instance, she provided a number of people with epistolary
introductions to the Transvaal politician Jan Smuts and his wife Isie Smuts, to her Dutch
feminist friend Aletta Jacobs, and to the British Labour Party leader Keir Hardie, as
well as to Will Schreiner. Schreiner sent one such letter directly (rather than to the
person concerned) to her brother Will, then Prime Minister of the Cape in wartime,
concerning a Reuters journalist who had been sent to head its South African office:

Yesterday we had a man to lunch with us Collins, Reuter’s General Manager in Australia. He
is a man of considerable intelligence & much influence in journalistic world. He is on his way
to England will see Lord Salisbury &c. We tried to let him into the ?inwardnessof affairs here a
little . . . He has a letter of introduction to you from —–the "an" Australian Premier . . . Introduce him
to Hoffmeyr &c ——& sh He’s rather a good sort, clear & sharp. Could be very useful at home.76

While Collins was provided with a letter of introduction from the Australian Prime
Minister to present to Will, Schreiner takes it for granted that Will would find her own
letter a more trustworthy guide. She also wrote many letters of introduction for women,
including to secure access for her much loved nieces to British feminist circles and
also to attest to the suitability of women she knew for humanitarian war work over the
period 1914 to 1918. The common feature of this kind of letter writing is that tacitly it
‘works’ because of a shared evaluation on the part of the person making the request,
the addressee of the letter and by Schreiner herself, concerning Schreiner’s value or
reliability in recommending someone.
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The character or public persona of ‘Olive Schreiner’ was clearly pivotal in ensuring
the performative character of these letters of introduction; that is, this persona was the
guarantor of the intended outcome, which was ensuring someone had an entrée into a
new political network. However, that Schreiner had such a character or persona was
the result of continued activity, rather than it being an innate quality or attribute. Her
published writings were obviously of importance here, but so too was her letter writing,
in particular her brokerage letters. This is the fourth kind of Schreiner performative
letter writing we want to discuss, and it relies on her public persona being accepted
as a guarantor in trading political favours. That is, such letters in themselves broker
political effects by doing political favours in both directions. An example here involves
Schreiner brokering for Adele Chapin.77 Chapin was in South Africa in 1899 to 1902,
acting on behalf of British Colonial Secretary Joseph Chamberlain and Governor
Alfred Milner, and she wanted to secure her entrée into Transvaal political circles and
political information. Schreiner wrote to Jan Smuts, then State Attorney and a key
political figure in the pre-war Transvaal, about this.78 She commented:

I am coming over to Pretoria on Friday next with an American friend Mrs Chapin . . . I know you
are too busy to spare much time, & Mrs Chapin is very anxious to meet you . . . She is a great
friend of —————unreadable the Governors & in constant correspondence with him; she also knows the
Chamberlains with whom she will probably stay on her return to England; "as she did before she
came out here," . . . anything said will go straight to Chamberlain – —————unreadable Milner . . .79

Schreiner also wrote to her brother Will on the same matter, clearly realising that
Chapin was a kind of unofficial spy for Britain:

There is an American friend of mine staying at Mount Nelson hotel for some days on her way from
Johannesburg to England. ^Mrs Chapin^ She is a great friend of Mrs Chamberlain’s & Milners. She
was very anxious to meet you. I told her I could not possibly promise that you would call, but that I
would ask you to if you have time. She might give you some interesting news about the League in
Johannesburg as she knows much. She is sympathetic to our side, but of course all you say may go
straight to Chamberlain & Milner.80

These letters were written in the run-up to the South African War (1899–1902),
with Schreiner’s knowledge – conveyed in both of the above letters – that what Adele
Chapin heard would most likely go to her political masters. In her letter writing,
Schreiner’s being in the know and well connected on this matter was demonstrated
to both Adele Chapin and Jan Smuts, and thereby increased Schreiner’s political
status in the eyes of both. It enabled the Transvaal to convey, through a source they
would trust because in a sense guaranteed by Schreiner, the political information
they wanted Chamberlain and Milner to receive. It would also have had the effect of
increasing Chapin’s marketability as a successful peddler of to-be-trusted information
with both Britain and the Transvaal, again guaranteed by Schreiner’s intervention.
And Schreiner’s related brokerage letter to Will Schreiner indicates how thoroughly
her political strategising and brokering was engaged in, working across a range of
relationships that transcended any separation between personal and political spheres.

Thinking of Schreiner’s letters in their own terms by drawing on Austin’s ideas
about the performative in the technical sense of a letter doing the very thing it is about,
provides a fruitful means of discerning the range of ways in which her letters had
direct influence and impact. Doing so makes clear how much influence and political
importance Schreiner had and the varied ways in which she secured influence within
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and across different networks and contexts. While the discussion here has focused on
an earlier period, later examples also abound and could have been provided regarding,
for instance, her political lobbying around war and pacifism while in Britain from 1914
to 1920 (including for instance demanding and being granted an interview with Lloyd
George on the outbreak of the Great War in 1914), and her involvement in helping
raise money for the defence of the South African trades unionist Samuel Masabala and
other black political causes in 1920. Relatedly, the performative is an important aspect
of Schreiner’s letters more generally, as our comment that all four of Schreiner’s key
performative forms of letter writing have more general expression, in addition to the
particular examples provided here, will have indicated.

A feminist protagonist in a masculine political landscape: on influence
and separate spheres

We have reviewed Olive Schreiner’s influence on the political views and behaviour of
a number of well-known figures within the political landscape of South Africa, using
the examples discussed to raise a general epistemological issue facing all historical
scholarship, gender history included: how can impact and influence in the historical
past be convincingly demonstrated. In all the examples discussed, there is reasonable
certainty that Schreiner did have influence, for the weight of circumstantial evidence
strongly supports this. But showing such influence in the stronger terms of certainty
backed by direct evidence has proved difficult, apart from in the two exceptional in-
stances of Hofmeyr’s notes and Butler’s letter. However, rethinking notions of influence
and cause and effect by focusing on the frequently performative character Schreiner’s
letters conveys that in a number of ways her letter writing had direct effects for the
addressees of her letters. Succinctly, these letters in and of themselves changed things.
The performative dimensions of letter writing, we suggest, need to be encompassed in
thinking about influence and its proofs, rather than these being conceived as always
lying outside the text. Texts and words can have powerful effects, not just ‘things’ in a
narrower material sense.

We conclude that Olive Schreiner ‘just expressing my views’ in her letters did
in fact have undoubted effects and demonstrable influence in the masculine political
landscape, and we hope to have argued this ‘to the letter’ in ways that readers will
find convincing. But where does this take us in responding to the epistemological and
ontological questions introduced earlier? An immediate response (we elaborate later
in the conclusion) is that matters of ontology or ‘being’ are at the heart of episte-
mological issues about knowing, and this has consequences for how to understand
the historical landscape and the gendered relationships and spheres which charac-
terise it. That is, earlier we noted Abrams’s comment that working from the supposed
peripheries rather than the ‘metropolitan heart’ necessitates (or should) a change of
perspective, a shift to a feminist historiography conceived around narratives of women
whose sense of the past included their own contexts, as she puts it.81 This change
of perspective is what we have endeavoured to provide here, together with a glimpse
of an alternate history of a momentous period in the South African past. We have
done this by exploring Schreiner’s epistolary perspectives on and interventions in
South Africa’s masculine political landscape, as one of the keenest minded feminist
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social theorists of her generation and later. And we hope this approach has also re-
stored her to view as a shrewd and effective political strategist who had considerable
influence.82

Looked at in relation to the historical time period of their writing and the network
of correspondents they were written to, Olive Schreiner’s letters can be seen as not
only hugely important because of their content, but also as ontologically and episte-
mologically complex in the sense that their meaning for their addressees and also their
influence and impact are not immediately transparent. Working in a referential frame
concerning letters as historical documents perceives them as problematic because they
are perspectival, tailored ‘to the person’ who is the addressee and lack direct referential
properties – they are part of context, but in a way often deemed by researchers to be
somehow faulty. However, it is their perspectival, dialogical, emergent, temporal and
serial characteristics that underpin the fascination of letter writing for feminist histori-
ography as we practice it. As we have shown, these characteristics are not deficiencies
but strengths because they provide an analytical purchase on understanding context
and its dynamics. That is, letters do not need to be ‘the facts’ and nothing but this in
order to have impact and influence. Context, then, needs to be thought about in ways
which include letter writing, reading and replying and the importance of this in cultural
and personal life.

A large collection of letters like Olive Schreiner’s has interesting characteristic
features, presences and absences and changes in people’s letter writing over time can
be explored by drawing together things which more conventional scholarship usually
keeps separate. In her case, these include her published writing, political practices and
social networks as well as her ‘private’ letters. And as we have shown, by working
with the grain of epistolarity rather than against it, and relatedly by exploring the
performative in the Austin sense, many examples of the direct influence of Schreiner’s
letters come into view. There are, we have proposed, appropriate and sufficient ways
of showing the influence of Schreiner’s letters outside of the narrowly referential.
Recognising the performativity of many of her letters throws light on the letter writing
itself, and it also connects these letters with ‘real-life’ as experienced by new members
of suffrage campaigns, amateur spies, worried politicians and newspaper men moving
jobs, among others. Succinctly, Schreiner’s letters, not just her published writings, were
influential and had demonstrable impacts in the highly masculine political landscape
of South Africa of the time, and they did so in the range of performative ways we have
explored. In addition, if her letters had influence like this, then other people’s letter
writing will have done so too, which opens up for consideration the possible influence
of ‘others’ more generally, and in particular white women and black people and how
they too might have made their mark – but alas not mark enough – upon the evolving
political context of South Africa.83

Using Schreiner’s letters as a focus for discussion has, we hope, fleshed out our
earlier comments about the complexities of separate spheres in the South African
context and the intertwining of gender and race in this. A binary way of thinking
about separate spheres is both helpful and unhelpful when thinking from this partic-
ular colonial periphery, for the gendered and raced separations strongly marking the
white enclaves of South Africa were sometimes super-exaggerated but also frequently
traversed and in Schreiner’s case at times almost dissolved.84 Contra the tenor of argu-
ments from Davidoff and Weintraub, we conclude that what is needed in analytically
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responding to this complexity is not to reify fractures of public and private, but instead
to adopt a more radical approach and dismantle such binary ways of thinking.85

In South Africa over Schreiner’s lifetime, separate spheres thinking and its prac-
tices were enshrined but also massively undercut by unacknowledged presences, in-
cluding economically powerful Boer matriarchs, redoubtable frontierswomen, strate-
gising feminists, the omnipresence of black people in ‘white’ spaces which were
entirely dependent on their skills and labour and a rapidly emergent and active black
intelligentsia. Coexisting with such complexities were the self-perpetuating white oli-
garchies which formed the governments of the four settler states and conceived the
world using gendered and raced binaries. And so how is the political strategising of
Schreiner as a feminist protagonist to be understood against the distinctive and ex-
tremely complicated backcloth of this political landscape? Her performative letters
took shape and had the influence they did in this framework and their impact certainly
cannot be classified or measured by reference to binary notions of public and pri-
vate, personal and political. Consequently we note with interest some root and branch
reconceptualisations of separate spheres thinking, and in particular Peggy Watson’s in-
teresting idea of a ‘curved space’ created by the political actors that it simultaneously
creates. For Watson, ‘rather than acting “within” political space or being prevented
from doing so by virtue of space’s lack, [political actors] instead constitute as they are
constituted by a specific political “curved space”’.86 This accords with our research
on Schreiner’s letters and their complex interfaces with social and political life; and in
association with recognising the strong heterotopic aspects of letter writing in inscrib-
ing a kind of parallel ‘other place’, such rethinking provides useful tools for feminist
historiography working at the assumed margins and peripheries of masculine political
landscapes.87

Kathleen Canning suggests that ‘[t]he gender history of the future is one that can
confidently admit the possibility of disparate temporalities. Rather than attempting to fit
gender back into established chronologies and categories, its more productive outcome
may be to allow dissonance within grand narratives’.88 We have explored such disparate
temporalities and narrative dissonances in connection with Olive Schreiner’s letters in
order to show how this particular feminist protagonist was able to achieve influence in
the masculine political landscape of white South African political life. We look forward
to a gender history which actively promotes, not just allows, such dissonance within its
narratives. Regarding the microhistory of the particular place and experience we have
discussed, Schreiner’s letters show that in some historical circumstances gender dynam-
ics and separate spheres may be neither so binary nor so impermeable as once supposed,
and also, they hint at the existence of alternative motors of change and the fascinating
might-have-been of a very different South African future. That ‘could have been’ future
was still a possibility when Olive Schreiner began writing her letters in the 1870s, but
not when she came to terminate some of the correspondences considered here.
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